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Abstract 
After the deployment of fifth-generation (5G) wireless networks worldwide it has become common to 

see people using it in their everyday life. But with pace of our technological developments even 5G 

network seems slower with time. This caused various researchers to work on sixth-generation (6G) 

wireless communications to solve this problem. As expected from any form of update in technology, 

people will always have high hopes for the performance of the newer version. So, 6G networks is 

expected to accommodate numerous heterogeneous devices and infrastructures with more efficiency 

and security. The problem comes with the question of how to achieve such an efficient network. After 

some research by various researchers, it is found that the answer for this question lies in Blockchain 

technology. 

In this review paper, we will see a comparative study of the different methods used by different 

researcher to achieve an efficient cellular network with Blockchain technology. This paper also 

discusses about what future such a network holds and the possible problems this network may face in 

the near future. This paper shall help the researchers working on 6G networks to analyze whether 

implementing block chain in mobile cellular networks is efficient and also help them to plan ahead on 

how to deal with the problems in the near future that are discussed in this paper. 
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1. Introduction 

Lately the interest in using Blockchain as a protected and distributed record has expanded 

drastically. Due to the fact that Blockchain is so secure, it has the potential to grow to be a 

bedrock of the worldwide record-keeping systems. It was created by unknown persons 

behind the online cash currency Bitcoin under the pseudonym of Satoshi Nakamoto. 

Although the main reason for using Blockchain in Bitcoin was about digital currency and 

distributed exchanges, its application to different frameworks has been broadly increased. It 

is found by many researchers that telecommunication has likely potential outcomes to profit 

from Blockchain. The Blockchain can give a dispersed HSS such that the core networks of 

various operators can utilize it in a secure way. Blockchain can set up helpful trust among 

discrete organization substances and work with, subsequently introducing another worldview 

towards 6G. In this review article, we will find out with regards to the impact of blockchain 

in the headway of cell network advances. 

Blockchain is equipped for settling various trust and security related issues in 

correspondence organizations, working with more productive asset sharing, boosting 

confided in information association, secure access control and protection assurance, and 

giving tracing, confirmation and oversight functionalities for 5G and future 6G organizations 

(Wang, J., Ling, et al., 2021) [4]. 

Blockchains have as of late got expanding consideration as a promising innovation for giving 

distributed and secure solutions (Zhang, S., Cao, Y., et al., 2020) [3]. They are open data sets 

that ensure information security by em- powering anonymous and dependable exchanges on 

an immutably distributed ledger record without the assistance of a focal intermediary. 

(Firdaus, M., & Rhee, K. H., 2020). Every exchange is recorded with a timestamp to be ap- 

proved by the agreement system before it is put away on a block chain network. Blockchain 

is secure by design in offering a few elements, like decentralization, recognizability, 

transparency, and permanent exchanges (Xue, J., Xu, C., & Zhang, Y., 2018). 
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2. Background 

2.1 Blockchain 

Blockchain is a particular kind of data set. It contrasts from 

a common data set in the manner it stores data. Blockchains 

store information in blocks that are then binded together. As 

new information comes in it is gone into a new block. When 

the block is loaded up with information it is anchored onto 

the past block, which makes the information fastened 

together in sequential request. Various sorts of data can be 

put away on a blockchain however the most well- known 

use so far has been as a record for exchanges. Blockchains 

can be ordered in two measurements – public and private 

(Tschorsch and Scheuermann, 2016) [13]. The primary 

distinction among public and private blockchains lies in 

verification, for example who can access the blockchain. 

For the most part, in open blockchains, anybody can join the 

blockchain, while in private blockchains, the proprietors 

control the access to the blockchain. Then again, the 

fundamental contrast among permission less and 

permissioned blockchains lies in approval, for example who 

can control the blockchain. Generally, in permission less 

blockchains, anybody can refresh information in the 

blockchain, though just approved substances are permitted 

to take an interest in permissioned blockchains. 

Remarkably, consortium blockchains are permissioned and 

semi-private. Contrasted and a private blockchain that is 

regularly constrained by a solitary proprietor, a consortium 

blockchain is mutually kept up with by controlled hubs that 

are from various associations or people. It very well may be 

viewed as a to some degree decentralized blockchain that 

can be independent and control- lable while guaranteeing 

the general security, and it is a reasonable choice for 

managing multilateral issues and building up trust between 

numerous gatherings. So, a fitting sort of blockchain is 

carefully chosen by the particular applications. 

For Bitcoin’s situation, blockchain is utilized in a 

decentralized way so that no single individual or group has 

control—rather, all clients aggregately hold control. 

Decentralized blockchains are permanent, which implies 

that the information entered is irreversible. For Bitcoin, this 

implies that exchanges are forever recorded and visible to 

anybody. 

 

2.2 Conventional Mobile cellular networks vs 

Blockchain assisted cellular networks 

The regular cell network designing relies upon a system of 

fixed base hand- set stations (BTSs) related with the wired 

focus association. Diverse radio advances for the public 

security network have been inspected. The typical public 

security traffic is for the most part light, however when a 

huge event occurs, the traffic interest at the scene can be 

essentially heavier than that in a business association. If the 

cross country public prosperity network accepts a 

comparative designing as a business association, the sending 

of BTSs ought to be satisfactorily adequately dense to fulfill 

the zenith need of public security customer gear (UE), 

including both routine UE and scene UE. Thus, the cost to 

manufacture and work a system of fixed BTSs to help the 

most negative situation traffic is difficult to bear by open 

security customers and residents. Also, the utilization of the 

association is low as a rule, in light of the fact that the 

standard traffic is a ton of lower than the zenith traffic. 

The cost of the public security network per unit space of 

consideration has strong consequences in its gathering and 

for the most part accomplishment. Plus, it has been recorded 

that the most generally perceived reason for communication 

failure is a result of destruction of physical infrastructures. 

If we simply rely upon the appropriate organization, the 

network is sensitive, considering the way that it is hard to 

avoid the real harm on the physical level when a disaster 

like a earthquake or storm occurs (Chen, X., and Guo, D., 

2016) [5]. 

In the standard plan of organization associations, each 

admin covers the whole geological space of interest like a 

country, a domain, etc. Each manager can pass on its own 

access organization or propose their access network 

resources with various executives to diminish the system 

costs. Regardless, satisfying the necessities of 5G by 

sending dense little cells that has an incredibly low coverage 

area (i.e., 10-100 m) would be extravagant for admins to 

cover the whole geological district inside a country. Thusly, 

to lessen both capital expenses and utilitarian expenses, 

managers can benefit from each other by separating the 

inclusion areas. The plan with Blockchain as a SON could 

be extraordinarily useful at whatever point if used properly. 

With Blockchain advancement, executives can assist each 

other by dividing the entire geological district to be covered 

among all of them and deal various sorts of help to 

customers from various overseers. Thus, a circulated trade 

ought to be conceivable among them in a secured 

environment without the need of any central third person 

(Mafakheri, B., Subramanya, et al., 2018) [2]. 

 

3. Integration of the blockchain and cellular networks 

3.1. Blockchain-Assisted Information Distribution 

With regards to wireless networks, the blockchain can be 

used to give a disseminated and secure network for cutting 

edge wireless network by diminishing the managerial cost 

of the unique access. Blockchains can likewise set up secure 

and trusted data sharing and resource allocation frameworks 

in wireless networks (Dai, Y., Xu, et al.). 

Additionally, by utilizing the MEC structure, blockchains 

are relied upon to be conveyed to end clients' cell phones. In 

a framework done by Veeramani UE is used. UE has the 

ability to lead mining undertakings and take part in the 

agreement component of the blockchain network. 

Notwithstanding, as a result of UE asset limitations, these 

undertakings can be offloaded to local ENs to accomplish 

better calculation and decrease energy utilization. So, 

blockchain and MEC empower computational offloading to 

ENs, while regarding client protection and ensuring 

exchange security in an appropriated way (Veeramani, K., 

and Jaganathan, S., 2020) [7]. 

 

3.2. Blockchain networking 

The huge development of different mobile services requests 

a huge amount of network resources, e.g., spectra and 

frameworks, which are for the most part restricted and must 

be shared for better usage and proficiency (Zhao, Q., and 

Sadler, B. M., 2007) [8]. However, in practice, resource 

sharing is frequently deflected by the division among 

resource hosts, who might need impetus or have cost and 

security concerns, making coordination and participation 

between network substances infeasible.  

Then again, with the new functionalities of cloud 

processing, MEC, software-defined networking (SDN) and 

network functions virtualization (NFV) in 5G frameworks, 

there are expanding types and amounts of network 
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resources, e.g., computing and storage resources as well as 

network slices, which makes resource management and 

sharing very testing. Blockchain and its innate attributes can 

successfully advance joint effort and mitigate the trust and 

security worries among separated network entities, hence 

prompting more proficient resource sharing as found in Fig. 

1. 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Resource sharing 
 

3.2.1 Spectrum sharing 

There has been concentrated research around applying 

blockchain to spectrum sharing. Weiss et al. (Weiss, M. B., 

Werbach, K., et al., 2019) [9] investigated how to execute 

spectrum management in mix with blockchain and 

examined the advantages and disadvantages of various 

spectrum sharing instruments. Han and Zhu proposed a 

spectrum sharing framework among network operators 

dependent on consortium blockchain which ensures reliable 

privacy and security guarantees. 

 

3.2.2 Computing and storage mechanism 

The wide utilization of cloud processing and MEC makes 

computing and storage capacities significant network 

resources, which can be proficiently overseen by blockchain 

(Guo, S., Dai, et al., 2019) [14] a blockchain-based 

calculation offloading framework that upgrades the 

coordinated effort among entities in sharing computing 

resources. 

 

3.2.3 Infrastructure of device 

Blockchain presents a protected and proficient way of 

overseeing heterogeneous gadgets and frameworks in 5G 

and IoT networks. Mafakheri et al. (Salsano, S., Samak, T., 

et al., 2018) [2] investigated blockchain to satisfy sovereign, 

independent and trusted framework partaking in 5G small 

cell networks. Dong et al. (Dong, Z., Luo, F., et al., 2018) 
[16] considered utilizing blockchain as a protected, dispersed 

cyber infrastructure for the future lattice and proposed a 

model to enhance energy foundation allotment and further 

develop energy effectiveness. Huh et al. (Huh S, Cho S, et 

al., 2017) [17] proposed a strategy to utilize blockchain to 

control and arrange IoT gadgets, and attempted the identity 

management for interconnected gadgets. Novo et al. (Novo, 

O., 2018) [18] introduced a few blockchain-based answers for 

alleviate the issues related with the administration of various 

compelled gadgets. In Ref. (Košťál, K., Helebrandt, P., et 

al., 2019) [19], a private-blockchain-based design for the 

administration and observing of IoT gadgets was presented. 

 

4. Secure access control 

The constant densification of wireless networks and 

expanding heterogeneity of gigantic gadgets bring numerous 

security dangers to access control in mobile communication 

systems. In particular, there are mostly three classifications 

of safety hazard: gadget security hazard brought about by 

noxious gadget interruption, framework security hazard 

because of the weak link and information security hazard 

coming about because of data leakage. Based on its inborn 

nature, for example, alter obstruction, decentralization and 

fine-grained auditability, blockchain presents a promising 

solution for address these security hazards in wireless 

networks. 

 

4.1 Device access control 

Given the large number of different devices in the mobile 

communication network, there are unavoidably malevolent 

devices attempting to compromise the security of the 

framework. A few works have considered utilizing 

blockchain to prevent such malevolent device (Javaid U, 

Siang AK, et al., 2018) [20] (Pinno OJA, Gregio ARA, et al., 

2017) [21] (Zhang, Y., Kasahara, et al., 2018). Javaid et al. 

(Javaid U, Siang AK, et al., 2018) [20] embraced a 

customized smart contract to safeguard against DDoS 

attacks and malicious device attacks. Pinno et al. (Pinno 

OJA, Gregio ARA, et al., 2017) [21] designed an access 

control architecture called ControlChain, which gives a safe 

way of making connections for network entities and relegate 

them attributes. Additionally, Zhang et al. (Zhang, Y., 

Kasahara, et al., 2018) [22] proposed an access control 

framework containing three smart contracts to securely add, 

refresh and erase network entity identities. 

 

4.2 System access control 

In addition to these malicious device intrusion, the 

traditional access control systems additionally face the 

danger of single points of failure because of the way that 

they depend on centralized entities. Some characteristics 

like decentralization and joint support in blockchain can 

promptly forestall the single points of failure. A few 

scientists have attempted to incorporate blockchain with 

access control mechanism to tackle this worry (Huh S, Cho 

S, et al., 2017) [17] (Novo, O., 2018) [18]. Ding et al. (Ding, 

S., Cao, J., et al., 2019) [23] proposed a quality-based access 

control scheme for IoT, which uses blockchain to record the 

distribution of attributes to avoid single points of failure and 

data altering. Additionally, Xu et al. (Xu R, Chen Y, et al., 

2018) [24] concocted an identity-based robust capability 

token management strategy, which utilizes smart contracts 

to register, spread and deny access authorization. 

 

4.3 Data access control 

These days, clients have huge worries around information 

security, while in centralized access control mechanisms 

information security stays at a low level, as centralized 

entities might control and leak client information as they 

wish. A few researches have presented blockchain 

innovation in access control to address information security 

issues. Ouaddah et al. (Ouaddah, A., Abou Elkalam, et al. 

2016) [25] understood the security and obscurity of IoT 

information by sending reasonable access in UTXOs to 

carry out blockchain-based access control. Besides, Le et al. 

(Le T, Mutka MW, et al., 2018) [26] proposed an access 

control scheme called CapChain, which utilizes the 

anonymity of the blockchain to conceal key data for 

information sharing and assignment to guarantee 

information security. Likewise, Cha et al. (Cha, S. C., Chen, 
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J. F., 2018) [24] implemented a novel blockchain-empowered 

gateway, which acts as a middle person among clients and 

IoT devices, subsequently improving information security in 

IoT access control. 

 

5. Functionalities of Blockchain 

With the constant expansion of mobile networks and 

enhancement of administrations, the requests for data 

discernibility, device accreditation and data management 

become earnest, and the basic network data will not be 

wrongfully gotten to, illegally controlled and erroneously 

spread. The current countermeasures that utilize third-party 

servers to give in data storage, device certification and 

tracking services experience the ill effects of protection and 

security issues. Blockchain was brought into the world with 

elements like immutability, openness and transparency and 

is considered a best solution for these worries. 

 

5.1 Tracing 

Blockchain can give a full scope of credible records and 

security guarantees for tracking network entities through the 

obligatory activities in consensus mechanisms and smart 

contracts, which guarantee the uprightness and security of 

the information and transactions in blockchain. In Refs. 

(Tian, F., 2018) [28] and (Caro, M. P., et al., 2018) [29], 

blockchain was proposed to upgrade the discernibility of 

IoT devices. Mitani et al. (Mitani, T., and Otsuka, A., 2020) 

[30] formulated a asset tracing technique in which a blended 

blockchain structure is taken on. Watanabe et al. (Patel, D., 

Nandi, S., et al., 2019) [31] planned another token to improve 

the traceability of blockchain data. Alkhader et al. (Alkaabi, 

N., Salah, et al., 2020) [32] utilized smart contracts to track 

and oversee industrial transactions in manufacturing. 

 

5.2 Certification 

By taking on blockchain, mobile service providers (SPs) can 

save and certificate devices and data transparently and 

dependably. Kleinaki et al. (Kleinaki, A. S., Mytis-

Gkometh, et al., 2018) [33] presented a blockchain-based 

certification service that uses smart contracts to seal 

biomedical database inquiries and results. Additionally, in 

Refs. (Kubilay, M. Y., Kiraz, et al. 2019) [34], (Wang, Z., 

Lin, J., 2020) [35] blockchain was proposed to build up the 

security of device certificates in PKI systems. It proposed a 

digital certificate system dependent on blockchain, carrying 

out anti-counterfeiting and verifiable digital certificates. Xie 

et al. (Xie, R., Wang, Y., 2020) [35] planned a blockchain-

driven certification system to accomplish proficient and 

secure declaration queries and approvals. 

 

5.3 Supervision 

Blockchain normally obliges to the prerequisites of data 

management. It was brought into the world with the 

capacities of g securing regulatory data and improving the 

proficiency of management and organization. Lin et al. (Lin 

S, Li J, et al., 2018) [35] proposed a blockchain management 

model for e-government dependent on a threshold ring 

signature algorithm. Peng et al. (Peng, S., Hu, X., et al., 

2020) [38] proposed a vaccine production supervision 

mechanism dependent on a two-layer blockchain. Also, Liu 

et al. (Liu, C., Xiao, et al., 2018) [39] planned a blockchain-

based independent transaction settlement framework for IoT 

web-based business, which permits all network participants 

to mutually oversee the settlement interaction. 

6. Blockchain Radio Access Network (B-RAN) For 6G 

In this segment, we propose B-RAN as a bound together 

structure of blockchain-empowered wireless 

communications for 6G networking. Upon the portrayal of 

the B-RAN worldview for 6G, we have also given a top to 

bottom conversation on the basic components of B-RAN, 

including consensus mechanisms, smart contract, 

trustworthy access, mathematical modeling, cross-network 

sharing, data tracking and auditing, and intelligent 

networking in the previous point of this research paper.  

The idea of B-RAN offers an original worldview for huge 

scope, heterogeneous and dependable wireless networks 

(Ling, X., Wang, et al., 2019) [40]. B-RAN goes about as an 

open and unified system for assorted applications to 

accomplish resource pooling and sharing across areas and 

presents an appealing solution for future 6G network. B-

RAN joins innately untrustworthy network elements with no 

mediator and oversees network access, authentication, 

authorization and accounting through trustful interactions. 

By means of B-RAN, a MSP is set up to connect different 

parties and facilitate resource and data sharing in a helpful, 

adaptable and secure way. B-RAN can't only just 

dynamically share computing, caching and communicating 

capabilities, yet in addition convey and spread knowledge 

across subnetworks. Federated-style learning can 

additionally optimize under-utilized resource allocation and 

network services in B-RAN. As a blockchain as-a-

administration (BaaS) stage, B-RAN has particular security 

properties and is relied upon to give improved 

functionalities of data exchange, privacy protection, 

tracking, supervision, etc. 

 

7. Potential risks in future 

7.1. Alternative history attack 

A hacker can dispatch an alternative history attack for 

double spending by secretly mining an alternative fork, 

which really uncovered the weakness of distributed 

frameworks (Nakamoto, S., 2008) [10]. Or he can undermine 

a confirmed chain accepted by the miner network in case it 

is adequately fortunate to make longer fraudulent chain. In 

PoW, if the hacker holds over half of the computational 

force of the whole blockchain network then it can generally 

alter a confirmed history successfully. 

 

7.2. Selfish mining 

The critical idea of selfish mining is to build an attackers’ 

winning probability by allowing the honest miners squander 

power on the public chain (Eyal, I., and Emin, G. S. 2014) 

[11]. At the point when an attacker tracks down a valid block, 

it keeps mining the following block without delivering the 

recently created block. Until different miners track down a 

valid block, the attacker will distribute all blocks recently 

mined to the network successfully. 

 

7.3. Cryptanalytic attack 

On a fundamental level, cryptanalytic assaults (for example 

key assault and quantum assault) in blockchain mean to 

break the cryptographic algorithm and uncover its keys. The 

blockchain foundation can't be isolated from cryptographic 

algorithms. For instance, Hyperledger Fabric depends on the 

elliptic curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) to create 

private keys, yet the ECDSA is defenseless against key 

attacks (Mayer, H., 2016) [12]. Usually, a key attack happens 

indistinctly on account of the private key leakage weakness 
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and feeble randomness of key generation. Further, the 

researchers to refer some interesting articles on Blockchain 

and its uses in several other sectors (Tyagi et al. 2019, 2020, 

2021 and 2022) for their future research. 

 

8. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have known about the impact of 

blockchain technology in mobile cellular and wireless 

networks. We have identified the critical trust-related issues 

in wireless networks that impede the evolution of current 5G 

networks towards more efficient and secure 6G networks. 

Upon a brief introduction of the fundamentals of 

blockchain, we comprehensively investigated the recent 

research works on applying blockchain to wireless networks 

from several aspects, including spectral sharing and trusted 

data interaction. We have also learned about some risks that 

this could possess in the future. 
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